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Join video meetings
on-time, every time

Schedule video meetings in Outlook or Google
Calendar and join with one click from anywhere
and any device, regardless of vendor.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
Synergy JOIN provides a simple and user-friendly
method to schedule and start video meetings.
Users can book video conferences in Outlook or
Google Calendar without plug-ins and join with ‘oneclick’ from a video conferencing system, desktop
and mobile regardless of vendor. With sensors you
get no-show warnings or check-in to meeting
rooms. Rich vendor support gives the most robust,
scalable and flexible scheduling workflow system
on the market

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Every UC vendor has their proprietary or “own” way
to schedule and join virtual meetings. With Synergy
JOIN all meetings can be scheduled natively in your
organizations calendar (Outlook or Google
Calendar). All meetings, streaming’s and recordings
can start with one-click or automatically. No training
required for users.

WHO IS IT FOR?
All organizations that want better control and
utilization of meeting rooms and / or
videoconferencing use. Our customers range from
small organizations with a few meeting rooms to
the biggest organizations with 1000’s of rooms and
multiple unified communication platforms. The
broad vendor support makes it ideal for
organizations with mixed environments, internal
and external communications as well as
homogeneous
organizations
that
are
communicating with externals using unknown video
solutions
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Synergy JOIN is a huge
timesaver. Now users
just go into the meeting
room, push the green
button and it's on!
Brett R. Doser, A/V Specialist
Pacificsource Healthcare

KEY BENEFITS
Seamless video meetings
Ease of use in both scheduling and joining
Eliminates frustrating delays
Increases productivity, adotion and usuage

SUPPORTED TECHNOLOGIES
Conference Services
Cisco CMS and Webex
Microsoft Teams
Skype for Business
Pexip
Google Hangouts
Zoom
Bluejeans
Lifesize
GoToMeeting

Video endpoints
Cisco and Poly
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ONE CLICK
Start all meetings with one-click.
Cisco – One Button to Push (OBTP), Poly – clickto-Join (CTJ), or set up a dial out to any end-point.
Mobile and browser click to join.

FORWARD MEETING INVITES
Incoming invitations from Skype4B / Teams,
Webex, Pexip, Google Hangouts, Bluejeans, Zoom,
StarLeaf and other VMR providers can be
forwarded to meeting rooms and get OBTP/CTJ.
Optimize your existing video investment.

Synergy JOIN is a server
application that interfaces
with enterprise calendaring
systems and video
conferencing endpoints to
simplify the scheduling and
initiation of meetings.

DYNIAMIC VMR CREATION
Book a room in your e-mail client or simply add predefiined keyword (e.g. '@video') in the subject field
to create a unique VMR. Anyone can create and
join video meetings, with no training necessary.

END OF CONFERENCE WARNINGS
Customizable end of conference warnings.
Advantagous for room and time management.

SKYPE IVR OPTION
Enables external video systems to join Skype
Online (S4B 0365) meetings.

AUTO DIAL OUT
Configure dial-out to rooms that doesn't support
OBTP/CTJ or to rooms that prefer to be auto
connected.

INTEGRATED RECORDING
Simply add a recording alias to the meeting
invitation in order to record or stream meetings.
Supported vendors are Quickchannel, Panopto and
Rec.VC.

CUSTOM INVITATION
Design user-friendly invitations that reflects your
company's branding.
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SYNERGY OF THINGS
Synergy of Things optimizes resource utilization by
better understanding scheduling behaviour.
Using Synergy JOIN, CONTROL and ANALYZE
together, organizations can now harness the power of
their calendaring system to optimize their meeting
room facilities using endpoints and in.room sensors.

NO-SHOW DETECTION
Informs the meeting organizer when a booked room
is not being used. Administrators can implement rulebased logic to de-boook unused rooms. Virtual
meeting remain untouched.

BOOKING AND UTILIZATION REPORTS
Synergy of Things leverages endpoint and sensor
information to deliver analytics on usage and
resource utilization. Collecting data from booked
versus actual usuage, the Synergy of Things platform
provides insight into virtual meetingtechnology
trends, space utilization and visibility to possible
meeting-based asset management improvements.

NO-SHOW PRE-WARNING
The Synergy of Things technology can be used to
send pre-warnings to administrators and/or a
meeting organizer if there is no one in the room at
meeting start time.
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